Submicron trenches reduce the Pseudomonas fluorescens colonization rate on solid surfaces.
Bacterial adhesion and spreading on biomaterials are considered key features of pathogenicity. Roughness and topography of the substrate have been reported to affect bacterial adhesion, but little is known about their effect on spreading. Submicron row and channel tuning with bacterial diameter (S2) were designed to test bacterial motility on these surfaces. Random nanometer-sized structures (S1) were used as controls. Optical microscopy and AFM were employed to detect biological and surface pattern details in the micro- and nanoscale, respectively. Results showed that motility strategies (flagella orientation, elongation, aggregation in rafts, formation of network structures, and development of a bacterial frontier) were affected by the presence of submicropatterns. Importantly, the rate of bacterial spreading on S2 was significantly reduced and influenced by the orientation of the submicropatterns. Consequently, submicroengineered substrates could be employed as a tool to downgrade bacterial colonization. Such patterns could impact on the design of proper engineered structures to control biofilm spreading on solid surfaces.